Abstract
Introduction
In today's competitive market, manufacturers need to control variability at each of the many processing steps in a manufacturing line, and all variables controlling the desired output in a process need to be understood and optimized to maintain tight control. This can be achieved by developing appropriate physical models to represent the manufacturing process. Physical models [5, 9, 12 and 29] are based on a physical understanding of the process, and they typically consist of a set of governing partial differential equations. They are attractive because they provide a fundamental understanding of the relationships between the input and output parameters. However, physical models are usually too complex to be generated accurately for many manufacturing processes.
Statistical regression is a common approach to develop empirical process models [39] , but the resulting models are accurate only within the ranges of data from which they are developed. Statistical regression models can be applied only if the given data is distributed according to a statistical model, and the relationship between dependent and independent variables is crisp. However, in many manufacturing processes, it is difficult to find probability distributions for dependent variables. Artificial neural networks [4, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 45] and fuzzy logic modeling techniques [1, 10, 18, 19, 33 and 47] have been used to develop process models in various manufacturing processes. These approaches normally require a large amount of experimental data to develop models, which are sometimes not available in manufacturing processes. Genetic programming (GP) has been commonly used to develop polynomial models with interaction terms or higher order terms [11, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 44 and 46] , but quite a number of manufacturing processes involve uncertainty due to fuzziness that cannot be addressed by GP.
In contrast, a fuzzy linear regression approach in modeling manufacturing processes, which have a high degree of fuzziness, has the distinct advantage of being able to generate models using only a small number of experimental data sets [2, 6, 21, [41] [42] [43] ].
An attempt was made by Schaiable and Lee [38] to model the vertical CVD process using the fuzzy linear regression method. Lai and Chang [28] applied fuzzy linear regression to model the die casting process. Ip et al. [16] used fuzzy linear regression to develop a process model for epoxy dispensing. Modeling of transfer molding using fuzzy linear regression was also reported by Ip et al. [17] . Kwong and Bai [22] performed process modeling and optimization using both fuzzy linear regression and fuzzy linear programming approaches. Three different approaches of fuzzy linear regression were summarized in Chang and Ayyub [3] . However, existing fuzzy regression (FR) approaches cannot be used to develop models that contain interaction terms or higher order terms. In fact, behavior of many manufacturing processes is non-linear. If interaction terms or higher order terms could be considered in FR, models which provide more accurate prediction of manufacturing processes would be developed. Furthermore, it is widely recognized that the quality of model development declines when outliers in experimental data exist, but very few studies have attempted to detect outliers when developing FR models. Chen [8] proposed a method to detect outliers involving crisp inputs and fuzzy outputs. The method detects the difference in width between the spread of fuzzy data and the spread of fuzzy output. However, experimental data and the results of manufacturing processes involve crisp values of experimental settings and crisp values of experimental responses. Therefore, the method cannot be applied to manufacturing processes.
These modeling methods ignore both the interaction terms (or higher order terms)
in manufacturing processes as well as the fuzzy nature of data. Moreover, they produce black-box models not usually recommended by process engineers, and they include outliers in model development or require a large amount of data to produce models, that are usually not available in real situations. These modeling methods cannot address the entire range of characteristics of the manufacturing process. To overcome these deficiencies, we propose genetic programming-based fuzzy regression (GP-FR), which can be used to generate models with interaction or higher order terms. GP-FR uses the general outcomes of GP to construct models based on a tree structure representation in which both the interaction and higher order terms can be considered. The FR generator is also proposed to detect the outliers from experimental data sets based on an indicator of outliers. The FR generator then estimates the contribution of each branch of the tree in order to determine the fuzzy coefficient of each term of the model by using the experimental data sets excluding the outliers. As interaction and higher order terms can be generated and represented in the branches of the tree based on the GP-FR approach, FR models in fuzzy polynomial form with interaction and higher order terms can be generated as explicit models. Furthermore, as the FR generator is used to determine fuzzy coefficients of the model, only a small amount of data is required to generate the process models, which is practical in the manufacturing process.
The effectiveness of the proposed GP-FR approach is evaluated by modeling simple non-linear systems and the epoxy dispensing process for electronic packages, which is used in various electronic packaging processes such as integrated circuit (IC) encapsulation, die-bonding, and placement of surface mount components [30] . In today's competitive market, the process parameters of the epoxy dispensing process, which directly affects the quality of electronic packaging products, need to be understood and optimized. However, epoxy dispensing is a highly non-linear process that involves extremely complex inter-relationships among the epoxy properties, process conditions and overall encapsulation quality [13] . GP-FR is used to develop models for this manufacturing process. Modeling results based on GP-FR is compared with those based on the fuzzy linear regression methods of Tanaka [17] and Peters [16] , which have been employed to model the epoxy dispensing processes.
Fuzzy regression
The 
where y  is the estimated observation after adjusting 0 It can be formulated as a linear programming (LP) problem as follows:
where Z is the total fuzziness of the system, and
is referred to as the degree to which the fuzzy linear model fits with the given data, and is subjectively chosen by decision makers. Notice that the constraints (2b) and (2c) Although the approach is widely used, in this paper we intend to overcome two of its limitations. First, it has been mentioned by several investigators that the approach is sensitive to outliers [35, 37] that could affect the results of FR analysis. As a result, because of the existence of the outliers, the model has more unnecessary uncertainties than the system should have. Second, the approach cannot yield models that contain interaction terms or even higher order terms. Interaction among process parameters and the nonlinear behavior of manufacturing processes commonly exists. If interaction terms or higher order terms can be generated in FR models, prediction accuracy of the models could be improved.
To overcome these two limitations of the FR, a genetic programming-based fuzzy regression (GP-FR) is proposed in Section 3. It has two main components: a FR generator, discussed in Section 3.1 and a genetic programming algorithm, discussed in Section 3.2.
First, the genetic programming is used to generate the structure of the FR model that includes both higher order terms and interaction terms. The FR generator is then used to detect from experimental data sets. After that, it is used to determine the fuzzy coefficients of the GP-FR models using experimental data sets which exclude the outliers.
Genetic programming-based fuzzy regression
The general form of the FR models, which involves interactions terms between variables and higher order terms, can be represented as follows:
where 0
f is a fuzzy bias term and ( )
, , … represent univariate fuzzy components and bivariate fuzzy components respectively. A higher order highdimensional Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial is one of the forms of (3), which can be written as follows:
where
The FR model (4) can be rewritten as follows:
where 1+N NR is the number of terms of (4), (5) and (6); The vectors of the fuzzy coefficients are defined as follows:
and
The vector of the transformed variables is defined as follows:
Using the vectors of the fuzzy coefficients and the vector of the transformed variables, (5) can be rewritten as follows:
Fuzzy regression generator
The FR generator is proposed to determine the fuzzy coefficients of FR models which are structured in the form of (4). In the FR generator, the dependent data is no longer inside or outside the interval as is one of Tanaka's FR, but belongs to a certain range based on the mechanism of Peters' FR [36] . Outliers are compensated for by data that lies within the interval, and the estimated interval is determined by using all of the data rather than using only the "worst" data. Therefore, a new variable is introduced to represent the degree to which the solution belongs to the set of "good solutions" (i.e. degree of membership). Based on Peters' FR, the fuzzy coefficients of the FR model are determined by solving the linear programming (LP) problem formulated as (12a) to (12f): If all λ i are larger than λ 0 , the fuzzy coefficients are returned as the final solution, and the FR generator is terminated. Otherwise, the LP problem (12a)-(12f) is solved by excluding the k-th data set, where λ k are the smallest among all the λ i with i=1,…M. The k-th data set is then removed from the M data sets, and the number of data sets becomes M-1. The operations in the while-loop continues until all λ i with i=1,…M are larger than λ 0 .
Genetic Programming
GP is proposed to determine the structures of process models, and its pseudocode is shown as follows.
t=0
Initialize
Assign fuzzy coefficients to all θ i (t) // Ω(t) is the population of the t-th generation.
// θ i (t) is the i-th individual of Ω(t).
Evaluate all θ i (t) according to a fitness function
Crossover Ω(t+1)
Mutation Ω(t+1)
Determine fuzzy coefficients in all θ i (t+1) by using FR generator discussed in Section 3.1
Evaluate all θ i (t+1)
The GP-FR begins by creating a random initial population Ω(t) with POP individuals θ i (t), while t=0. Each individual θ i (t) is in the form of a tree structure [24, 25] , which can be used to represent the structure of the FR model as defined in (4).
Hierarchical trees are composed of functions F and terminals T [24, 25] . The FR model (4) contains only the three arithmetic operations, +, -and *, thus F is represented as F = {+, -, *}. The set of terminals is defined as T = { x 1 , x 2 , … x N }. In the tree, operations from the function set F are used as internal nodes, and arguments from the terminal set T are used as terminal nodes. For example, a hierarchical tree can be expressed as:
which is equivalent to:
The FR-generator as described in Section 3.1 is used to assign the fuzzy coefficients to each individual θ i (t). All individuals are evaluated according to a defined fitness function, which is aimed at evaluating the goodness-of-fitness of the FR model.
The mean absolute error (MAE) of the j-th individual can be calculated based on (14) .
where F j is the FR model represented by the j-th individual,
,... , , 2 1 is the k-th training data set which excludes the outliers detected by the FR generator, and M is the number of training data sets excluding the outliers used to develop the FR model. 
where fitness j is the fitness value, L j is the number of nodes of the j-th individual, and c 1 and c 2 are both penalty terms.
The parent selection process then uses the goodness-of-fitness of each individual to determine the selection of potential individuals to perform crossover or mutation.
Finally, the new individuals with the determined fuzzy coefficients are evaluated using the fitness function to create a new population Ω(t+1). The process continues until the pre-defined termination condition has been fulfilled.
Evaluation of the genetic programming based fuzzy regression
In this section, the evaluation of the performance of the proposed GP-FR is illustrated by modeling a simple non-linear input-output model and by modeling a fluid dispensing process [34] for the encapsulation of IC chips for electronic packages. The modeling results are compared with those based on Tanaka and Watada's fuzzy regression (FRTanaka) [43] and Peters' fuzzy regression (FR-Peters) [36] . All the algorithms, GP-FR, FR-Tanaka and FR-Peters were implemented using Matlab. The GP parameters in GP-FR are set as shown in Table 1 with reference to [31] . Table 1 The GP parameters implemented in GP-FR
Population size 50
Maximum number of evaluated individuals 5000
Generation gap 0.9
Probability of crossover 0.5
Probability of mutation 0.5
Non-linear input-output model
The following simple but non-linear input-output model in which interaction exists between input variables is considered. The latter are considered outliers of the training data sets. Another 10 independent data sets simulated by the model are employed as the testing data sets for the validation of the developed model. Both the training data sets and testing data sets are shown in Table 2 in the Appendix. In the GP-FR, the function set F contains the basic arithmetic operations F = {+,-,*}, and the terminal set T contains the following arguments T = {x1, Using the same experimental data sets shown in Table 2 From the (16) and (17), it can be observed that only the linear terms could be generated by the FR-Tanaka and FR-Peters. As GP is a stochastic optimization algorithm, 30 independent runs were executed on the GP-FR. It has been found that the correct structure of the non-linear input-output model exists in 25 out of the 30 independent runs. Therefore, the interaction and higher order terms can be found by the GP-FR. To evaluate the effectiveness of the three FR methods, 10 validation tests were conducted. Table 3 shows the validation tests yielded by the developed models for the nonlinear system.
From the table, it can be found that the mean error and the variance of errors obtained by the GP-FR are the smallest. 
Epoxy dispensing process
Epoxy dispensing is a common process for performing the encapsulation of IC chips for electronic packages [29] . Modeling the epoxy dispensing process is critical to understanding the behavior of the process and to achieving optimization of the process.
However, the epoxy dispensing process is difficult to characterize due to the complex behavior of the epoxy encapsulant and the existence of uncertainties inherent to epoxy dispensing systems [5, 7, 13] . In the following, the modeling of epoxy dispensing for IC chip encapsulation is described.
In the epoxy dispensing machines for IC chip encapsulation, normally, silicon chips are covered using an X-Y numerically controlled dispensing system that delivers epoxy encapsulant through a needle by a pump. The material is commonly dispensed in a pattern, working from the center out. An epoxy dam around the die site and the second wire bond points can be made to contain the flow of material and produce a uniformlooking part as shown in Figure 1 . • the dispensing time (5s to 9s), 1 x , which is the duration of the air pressure controlled by the time-pressure dispensing machine;
• the compressed air pressure (0.4Mpa to 0.6Mpa), 2 x which is the amount of pressurized air compressed by the time-pressure dispensing machine; and
• the diameters of the nozzle head (0.61mm , 0.84 mm or 0.137 mm), 3 x .
Fifty-four experiments were carried out based on a 3 k full factorial design with 2
replicates. In the factorial design, 3 levels of dispensing time ( 1 x ), 3 levels of compressed air pressure ( 2 x ) and 3 levels of nozzle head diameters of ( 3 x ) were adopted. Forty-eight out of the fifty-four experimental data sets and results were used to develop the process models of the epoxy dispensing process while the remaining seven were used to test the developed models. The outliers were included in all the training data sets. Table 3 Validation tests for the simple non-linear models considered outliers in modeling the encapsulation thickness. Both the training and testing data sets of the epoxy dispensing process are shown in Table 4 in the appendix.
Using the 47 training data sets for the encapsulation weight as shown in Table 4 Using the same experimental data sets shown in Table 4 , the model for the encapsulation weight found by the GP-FR is shown as follows:
and the one for encapsulation area is as follows:
It can be found that only linear terms can be generated by the FR-Tanaka and FRPeters, and the higher order and interaction terms of the process models can be generated by the proposed GP-FR. To evaluate the effectiveness of the three FR methods, 6
validation tests were conducted. Tables 5 and 6 show the results of the validation tests yielded by the developed models for the epoxy dispensing process. From the tables, it can be found that the smallest errors can be obtained by the proposed GP-FR rather than the other two methods in all the validation tests of both models of the encapsulation weight and encapsulation thickness. In addition, the mean errors and variances of errors obtained by the GP-FR are the smallest. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a GP-FR approach is proposed for modeling manufacturing processes whereby models can be developed with proper interaction and higher-order terms in polynomial forms. Besides, this approach can also be used to detect outliers from data sets such that models with better capability of prediction can be developed. Since FR is In the future, we will investigate the effectiveness of GP-FR in modeling multiobjective quality characteristics with constraints. GP-FR will be used to generate a model of the epoxy-dispensing process to reflect two quality characteristics (i.e., encapsulation weight and encapsulation area) and the process parameters. The constraints, which can be determined by the fuzziness of the quality characteristics, will be set by restricting the robustness of both the encapsulation weight and encapsulation area. 
